Abstract. In this paper we define the sequence sets £oo{u, A,p), c (u, A,p) and CQ(U, A,p), and give A-and ¡3-duals of these sets and the sequence space ¿oo(A r p) defined by Mursaleen et al. These sets generalizes some sets defined by Ahmad and Mursaleen [1] , and Malkowsky [6].
Introduction
We shall write u for the set of all sequences x -{x/c} with complex terms and p = {pk} will denote a certain sequence of positive real numbers. The following sets introduced and investigated by various authors. [3] . [4] , [5] and [8] ). fc=l Let U be the set of all sequences u = {ufc}^.]^ such that u^ 0 and complex for all k=l,2, .... Throughout the paper we write Wk = ^j.
Given an arbitrary sequence p = {pk} of positive real numbers pk and given u £ f/ we define the sets The proof of this theorem is easy therefore we omit it.
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for every integer N > 1. This yields that (ii) Let us define oo fc-1
fc-i This completes the proof of the theorem.
If we take uk = k r , r > 0 in Theorem 2. 
